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The Problem
• Lots of time and effort invested to promote
engineering ($400M per year)
• Prestige of profession remains middling
(periodic Harris polls)

• Data show adults and teens do not
know what engineers do
• Women, African Americans, Hispanics
and Native Americans vastly
underrepresented in the field

Public Understanding of Engineering
and Changing the Conversation

• Identify a small number of messages that encourage
greater public understanding of engineering
• Test the effectiveness of the messages in a variety
of audiences
• Disseminate the results of the message testing to
the engineering community

What We Know about Youth Today
• Teens have limited understanding of engineering
— or engineers
• Want well-paying jobs that make a difference
• Engineering very good career choice (boys 2x)
• Believe engineers help people, but not
directly the way physicians do
• See engineers as desk jockeys,
disconnected from people

And, Adults Think…
Scientists — more than engineers…
• Save lives (82% vs. 14%)
• Care about protecting the environment (77% vs. 17%)
• Improve the quality of our lives (71% vs. 22%)
• Sensitive to societal concerns (61% vs. 28%)
• Inclusive of women and minorities (54% vs. 26%)
• Care about the community (51% vs. 37%)

AAES/Harris survey, 2003

Communications Audit Findings
• Current Efforts are not well
tested, uncoordinated, skewed
towards older audiences
• Focus on inputs – academic skills
– needed to pursue engineering
as a career (math and science),
not what one can do with an
engineering degree

Research Findings
• No identifiable “public face” of engineering
• Youth and adults — have low association of
engineers with being “nerds” ☺
• Engineering connotations — build, design,

machines, create, math

Qualitative Gender Findings
• Real gender differences
 Boys like space exploration and
designing video games
 Girls gravitate to using DNA
evidence to solve crimes

• Teen girls not sold! Engineering is creative? Work is
rewarding? Engineers have a positive effect on
people’s everyday lives?
• Younger girls pick images involving female engineers;
boys more likely to pick images that features “things”

In a nutshell…
• Recast communications from personal
benefits and skills needed to how
engineers make a difference in the world
• Start talking in terms of ideas and impact
• Not a world of challenging math and science…
but a world of difference
• Position engineering experience as one of discovery,
design, imagination, innovation and contribution

…time for an image makeover
FOR engineering
• Repositioning statement — foundation concept
supporting our campaign
• Messages — tested statements that have appeal
(based on research)

• Taglines — short, 2-4-word
“catchers” that stick and
communicate our message

Reposition Engineering
…from benefits and skills…
to A World of Difference
No profession unleashes the spirit of innovation like
engineering. From research to real-world
applications, engineers constantly discover how to
improve our lives by creating bold new solutions that
connect science to life in unexpected, forwardthinking ways. Few professions have such a direct
and positive effect on people’s everyday lives. We are
counting on engineers and their imaginations to help
us meet the needs of the 21st century.

Most Appealing
Messages
tested statements (based on research)
that have appeal

• Engineers are creative problem-solvers
• Engineering is essential to our health, happiness
and safety
• Engineers help shape the future
• Engineers make a world of difference
• Engineers connect science to the real world*



* Least appealing overall, especially among teen
girls

Preliminary Tagline Testing
(short, 2-4-word “catchers” that stick & communicate our message)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turning ideas into reality*
Because dreams need doing*
The power to do
Bolder by design
Designed to work wonders
Behind the next big thing
Life takes engineering
* winners with teens
Dreams = gender balanced

